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We compute the renormalization functions on the lattice, in the RI ′ scheme, of local bilinear quark
operators ψ̄ Γψ , where Γ = 1̂, γ5 , γµ , γ5 γµ , γ5 σµ ν . This calculation is carried out to two loops for
the first time. We consider both the flavor non-singlet and singlet operators.
′
As a prerequisite for the above, we compute the quark field renormalization, ZψL,RI , up to two
′

loops. We also compute the 1-loop renormalization functions for the gluon field, ZAL,RI , ghost
′
′
′
field, ZcL,RI , gauge parameter, ZαL,RI , and coupling constant ZcL,RI .
We use the clover action for fermions and the Wilson action for gluons. Our results are given as
an explicit function of the coupling constant a◦ = g2◦ /16π 2 , the clover coefficient cSW , and the
number of fermion colors (Nc ) and flavors (N f ), in the renormalized Feynman gauge. All 1-loop
quantities are evaluated in an arbitrary gauge.
Finally, we present our results in the MS scheme, for easier comparison with calculations in
the continuum [1, 2]. We have generalized to fermionic fields in an arbitrary representation.
Some special features of superficially divergent integrals, obtained from the evaluation of twoloop Feynman diagrams (a partial set of such integrals can be found in Ref. [3]), are presented in
detail in Ref. [4].
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1. Introduction
Numerical simulations of QCD, formulated on the lattice, make use of a variety of composite
operators, made out of quark fields. A proper renormalization of these operators is essential for the
extraction of physical results from the dimensionless quantities measured in numerical simulations.
The main results presented in this work are the lattice 2-loop bare Green’s functions (ampu′
tated, 1PI), ΣLΓ (q, aL ), and the corresponding 2-loop renormalization functions, ZΓL,RI and ZΓL, MS .

2. The RI ′ renormalization scheme
′

q =µ̄

aL →0

is the appropriate bare 1PI 2-point Green’s function on the lattice and Γtree is its
where
tree-level value. For the conversion of results in the MS scheme, see Refs. [4, 5].
ΣLΓ (qaL )

3. Results
We present the expression obtained from the computation of Feynman diagrams, in the case
of the vector renormalization function (cF ≡ (Nc2 − 1)/(2Nc )). For our complete set of results, see
Refs. [4, 5].
h
i
′
ZVL, RI = 1 + a◦ cF − 20.617798655(6) + 4.745564682(3) cSW + 0.543168028(5) c2SW
h 

+a2◦ cF N f 25.610(3) − 11.058(1) cSW + 33.937(3) c2SW − 13.5286(6) c3SW − 1.2914(6) c4SW


+cF −539.78(1)−223.57(2) cSW −104.116(5) c2SW −32.2623(8) c3SW +4.5575(3) c4SW

i
+Nc − 51.59(1) + 18.543(5) cSW + 20.960(6) c2SW + 2.5121(5) c3SW + 0.1765(1) c4SW
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We define renormalized operators by: OΓRI = ZΓL,RI (aL µ̄ ) OΓ ◦ . In order to extract the 2-loop
renormalization functions, we employ
the RI ′ renormalization
conditions:
i
h
L,RI ′ L,RI ′ L
lim Zψ ZΓ ΣΓ (qaL ) 2 2 = Γtree ,

